BRAVO 502
Numeric Pager

The Bravo 502 device offers on-the-go professionals a reliable and convenient way to stay connected wherever business or life takes them. With its easy-to-use two-button design, scratch-resistant lens, and removable belt clip, the Bravo 502 delivers the durability and functionality required to meet all your numeric messaging needs.

### KEY FEATURES | BENEFITS
--- | ---
**Display** | • Backlit display  
• Time and date display  
• One line of 12 characters plus one line of icons

**Alerts** | • Private time  
• Battery gauge  
• Alarm function  
• Unread message alerts  
• Eight user-selectable alerts

**Frequency/Specifications** | • Frequency band: 900MHz  
• 75 db at 12 in  
• Flex  
• One AAA battery  
• 45 days of estimated battery life  
• 1.6” x 2.4” x .6”  
• Removable belt clip  
• Scratch-resistant lens

**Messaging** | • Message lock  
• Message counter  
• Memory indicator  
• Message time stamp  
• Up to 18 personal memory slots  
• Up to eight personal or group capcodes  
• Erase one message or erase all  
• Memory retention when changing battery